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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
This is a highly interesting study, with a striking finding regarding the differences of PE
in OCPD patients.

Two concerns: 1. The determination of PE seems too gross to me.

Just one simple question. It is much simpler than the assessment of disgust. Is it a
yes/no binary answer? or quantitative scale?

How to evaluate those "examples"? More

information is needed about the evaluation. Certainly, simplicity can be a very good
thing to have. But for the first study, we need to be extra careful about what we
measured, for its accuracy and reproducibility.

Can the patients be assessed several

times to see whether the responses are stable?

2. Sample size is quite small. Only 45

cases. I'd love to see a replicate, just for the PE traits in OCPD vs control. Since the
evaluation seems very simple, hope it will not be difficult to add that in.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
I appreciate very much the high level of enthusiasm that authors convey in a very
important and well structured paper. However, I think some revisions are needed, in
order to come closer to a point.

Some parts of the paper are confusing. Notions like

'impurity', 'disgust', 'morality' etc. are principally sociological. Kindly try to summarize
your philosophy, more importantly, through quoting relevant sources covering
philosophy and psychiatry, if this is your primary wish. Pleasure and disgust and etc.
have very important autonomous / vegetative nervous system equivalents: focus on
those.

Furthermore, if you mention evolutionary hypotheses, and speak about

'survival or death' consider that olfaction among humans scarcely feeds or ensures such
a function. It is highly important for mood; partner selection etc. but men usually rely
upon new (neo) neural systems to increase survival likeliness.
speculations will confuse the reader - even if you quote Darwin.
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In a few words,

